
 

 

The following are the soundbites captured from the recent ‘Is Prevention Better Than 
Cure?’ conference in Chesterfield with the Derbyshire Office for the Police and Crime 
Commissioner. 
 
These soundbites are not intended necessarily to be the views of NoOffence! CIC or our 
sponsors and all comments are anonymous.  
 
Accuracy of the statements and comments would need to be verified before quoting in a 
public forum. 
 
 
 
 
Watched film 2day from Dom abuse survivor. Reminds me why I do this work. Asked 
what they want? Simple 2b believed #PreventAbuse @NoOffenceCIC 
 
Great day with friends from @NoOffenceCIC talking about issues that need talked about 
#preventabuse 
 
Excellent, insightful speech from @Graham_vru @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
 
Ch Insp Graham Goulden, Police Scotland tells #PreventAbuse 'Silence is Violence' 
Speak out on DV. @NoOffenceCIC  
 
Dr Emma Williamson Bristol Uni talking about health issues in relation to DV 
#PreventAbuse @NoOffenceCIC  
 
I'm shocked at the negative attitudes re: RJ! If a victim wants RJ and it's safe and 
appropriate....why not! @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
 
Really interesting, engaging and forthright panel discussion ongoing at "Is Prevention 
Better Than Cure" DV/DA conference #preventabuse 
 
Prof Liz Kelly sharing research into DV Perpetrator Programmes at #PreventAbuse. 
Really interesting @NoOffenceCIC  
 
Must admit. Been to worse conference venues. @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse  
 
Thanks to @ZoeBillingham for that very thought provoking speech #preventabuse 
 
 



 

 

Prevention is as much about how agencies respond to women who report (police, social 
care) than it is about early intervention #preventabuse 
 
.@citizencoaching at the #preventabuse event by @NoOffenceCIC in Chesterfield- visit 
our Anger Management stand 
 
Love this quote used today by @NoOffenceCIC lots of great work ongoing across UK to 
#PreventAbuse @AlanFCharles  
 
At the #preventabuse event in Chesterfield today. @NoOffenceCIC @derbyspcc Looks 
like it will be a good day  
 
Or even 'talking' about police response - apologies! #PreventAbuse 
 
Attending @NoOffenceCIC conference in Chesterfield today on behalf of @EquationOrg 
Prevention is the key focus #preventabuse 
 
.@AlanFCharles Starts Is Prevention Better Than Cure? @NoOffenceCIC 
#PreventAbuse Event 
 
Delighted to be with @AlanFCharles PCC Derbyshire taking about police response to 
domestic abuse #PreventAbuse  
 
140,000 children live in homes where a partner is high risk of DV #PreventAbuse 
 
At Derbyshire PCC tackling domestic abuse conference looking particularly at prevention 
#PreventAbuse 
 
Looking forward to DV conference today! @NoOffenceCIC #PreventAbuse 
 
"4 of those 6 cases were male / female relationships" #preventabuse 
 
Dena Trossell 'Does the service fit around the victim or does the victim have to fit around 
the service?' #PreventAbuse @NoOffenceCIC 
 
Dena Trossell DDVSA service talking at #PreventAbuse. Victims experience 
@NoOffenceCIC  
 
"The group was incredibly important in this process" #challenge #preventabuse 
@ProfLizKelly 
 



 

 

Especially around Restorative Justice in relation to DV/DA #preventabuse 
@NoOffenceCIC @DerbysPCC 
 
Must admit. Been to worse conference venues. @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
pic.twitter.com/6yol54GfeY 
 
Ann was unsure as to what she was suffering was abuse' #preventabuse 
 
Really looking forward to hearing @ProfLizKelly speak later about her Mirabal research 
project @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
 
Two really excellent presentations at #preventabuse by @ZoeBillingham and Dena 
Trossell #hmic @NoOffenceCIC 
 
Coercive control focus group @NoOffenceCIC on discussion table with @ProfLizKelly! 
Talking sense. Coercive control IS #DVA! 
 
 Most #DA perps don't fit the stereotype of monsters. They are men #preventabuse 
@NoOffenceCIC @ProfLizKelly 
 
.@MAVscotland talking about your #AVDR programme @NoOffenceCIC event. Clear 
role of health professionals to #PreventAbuse 
  
 Watched film 2day from Dom abuse survivor. Reminds me why I do this work. Asked 
what they want? Simple 2b believed #PreventAbuse @NoOffenceCIC 
 
 Fascinating discussions @NoOffenceCIC on how if we accept that DV IS coercive 
control then it throws risk assessment assumptions in the air 
 
 Looking forward to today's domestic abuse conference @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
 
"He made me feel like I couldn't make decisions without him" #preventabuse 
 
 Thanks to @ZoeBillingham for that very thought provoking speech #preventabuse 
 
Men take time to change, short interventions preclude the very things that enable 
change. #mirabal research. @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
 
Fascinating discussions @NoOffenceCIC on how if we accept that DV IS coercive control 
then it throws risk assessment assumptions in the air 
 



 

 

 Men take time to change, short interventions preclude the very things that enable 
change. #mirabal research. @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
 
Looking forward to today's domestic abuse conference @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
 
Ch Insp Graham Goulden, Police Scotland tells #PreventAbuse 'Silence is Violence'  
 
Speak out on DV. @NoOffenceCIC pic.twitter.com/04HpUJVWP8 
 
Dena Trossell DDVSA service talking at #PreventAbuse. Victims experience 
@NoOffenceCIC pic.twitter.com/8uJ5dhfrDi 
 
Most #DA perps don't fit the stereotype of monsters. They are men #preventabuse 
@NoOffenceCIC @ProfLizKelly 
 
@MAVscotland talking about your #AVDR programme @NoOffenceCIC event. Clear role 
of health professionals to #PreventAbuse 
 
 Dr Emma Williamson Bristol Uni talking about health issues in relation to DV 
#PreventAbuse @NoOffenceCIC pic.twitter.com/9Mjb9PZHm0 
 

"The police receive a call every 30 seconds relating to domestic abuse" #preventabuse 

 
Attending @NoOffenceCIC conference in Chesterfield today on behalf of @EquationOrg 
Prevention is the key focus #preventabuse 
 
@ZoeBillingham talking about dedicated police officers supporting DV victims 
#PreventAbuse @NoOffenceCIC  
 

 Excellent, insightful speech from @Graham_vru @NoOffenceCIC #preventabuse 
.@graham_vru @nooffencecic yes catch up let's (in Yoda mode) - over lunch? 
 
 #PreventAbuse line up of speakers for today's Preventing Domestic Abuse Conference 
in Chesterfield pic.twitter.com/axLEWzeQT0 
 
On now, @ProfLizKelly talking about Domestic Violence #On now, @ProfLizKelly talking 
about Domestic Violence #preventabuse 
 
Prof Liz Kelly sharing research into DV Perpetrator Programmes at #PreventAbuse.  
 
Really interesting @NoOffenceCIC pic.twitter.com/AGYhh4Z1Ak 



 

 

Discussed work by @MAVscotland &engagement of healthcare professionals. They like 
us all r potential bystanders #preventabuse @NoOffenceCIC 
 
"Lets reward people that do a god job" #preventabuse 
 
 Fantastic day working with @AlanFCharles & some very insightful speakers 
#preventabuse 
 
 Love this quote used today by @NoOffenceCIC lots of great work ongoing across UK to 
#PreventAbuse @AlanFCharles pic.twitter.com/8Ce59Qeen4 
 
All set up at @NoOffenceCIC  DV/DA conference supported by Derbyshire PCC at 
#chesterfieldfc  

 


